Buick verno

Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at View all Buick Vehicles. Buick's compact sedan is both quiet
and luxurious, but its position in the Buick food chain does entail compromises. For example,
upscale features such as a heated steering wheel are available, while basics like a power-seat
recline and adjustable lumbar are not. Power comes from a 2. A turbocharged 2. The car is very
quiet, but some engine noise is evident. While Verano rides relatively comfortably, handling is
best described as responsive, rather than sporty. The interior is nicely finished, but cramped in
the rear. The best package to get is the Convenience Equipment Group, which adds a power
driver's seat, heated mirrors, a rearview camera and blind spot monitoring. New Cars on the
Horizon. Check out the huge discounts on reliable models that earn CR's recommendation.
These 10 models are selling well below their sticker price, according to CR's exclusive analysis
of car deals. Latest Buick Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make
a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Sent me a personal video
walk around explaining the car. I am in Florida car was in Arizona. Loved that personal touch.
Buyer beware! Engine light came on, on the way home. Walk before you buy anything. Very
dishonest. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy the saleman was a true
honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone because i didnt
return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. Really a nice dealer, showed
me the car I came in to see. He went ahead to show me other options and recommended i check
their website as they are expecting a new inventory. I will keep in touch. Great buying
experience, Salesperson Mona Rivera was awesome!!! Will recommend this dealership! Of all
the dealerships we went to or contacted only Avis honor the advertised price. So go to Avis.
This dealer responded timely and was very helpful in providing requested information in
regards to the potential purchase. Price was good. Everything else not so great. Car not ready
for me, process they told me took 15 minutes took over an hour with zero apologies. So much
for Certified pre-owned! Had to ask for a rental car and the salesperson was even late delivering
my car. Car seems fine so far but they acted like they were doing me a favor by allowing me to
give them thousands of dollars. Great Business!! Every one was professional and friendly. Got
a great deal on the car!! This has been the most enjoyable buying experience ever in my car
buying life! No pressure no stress. They have set the standard in buying a car. Five Star Plus
customer service. It was wonderful! I have purchased many cars thru dealers and this was the
most painless experience I have ever had. I bought the car!! I went thru the whole application for
them to tell me they could loan me an amojnt that cannot be used because jt is less than any of
the cats on their platform. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Buick Verano for Sale Nationwide.
All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Buick
Verano listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Buick Dealer. Request Information. Traded
in Escalade for better millage vehicle. Great milage the Verano definitely provides. Challenging
experience shifting car sizes For all the tech savy drivers, this car is definitely for you! Buick
has really impressed me with their newer cars. I think these are the best value cars in the market
when you consider luxury. I currently value the Buick brand for making very solid cars and are
very quiet and very comfortable to ride in. The Buick Verano has a 4 cyl engine and is front
wheel drive. It comes with remote start, traction control, anti lock brakes, OnStar, Satellite radio,
and so much more. I would highly recommend this vehicle for younger buyers or older couples
who don't have kids. Why Use CarGurus? Buick dealers in Atlanta GA. Buick dealers in Chicago
IL. Buick dealers in Dallas TX. Buick dealers in Houston TX. Buick dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Buick dealers in Miami FL. Buick dealers in New York NY. Buick dealers in Philadelphia PA.
Buick dealers in Washington DC. For decades, a luxury car meant a large car. It wasn't until the
Europeans and Japanese declared that small and midsize cars could also deliver a rich driving
experience that American buyers â€” and automakers â€” finally caught on. With the Buick
Verano, GM has delivered an entry-level luxury compact sedan that offers upscale styling, a
well-crafted interior, and an impressive list of standard and optional features. What the Verano

no longer offers, however, is the optional turbocharged four-cylinder engine that gave the car
some much-needed shove on the highway. The Verano is "compact" though, something you'll
notice in the backseat, where legroom is tight. If you need more room, it's best to consider one
of the more mainstream midsize sedans that are in the same price range. This tidiness might be
part of the reason that there aren't a wealth of choices in this class. Soon there will be one fewer
when Buick ends Verano production after this model year to refocus its efforts on small
crossovers such as the Encore. But considering its price, features and composed ride, the
Buick Verano is a well-rounded choice for a compact premium sedan, especially if you stay alert
for deals as the Verano is phased out of production. Standard safety features for the Buick
Verano include antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front and rear side airbags,
full-length side curtain airbags and front knee airbags. Additional safety features, including
blind-spot monitoring, forward collision, lane departure and rear cross-traffic warning systems,
are optional on all but the base Verano. The OnStar service provides automatic crash
notification, on-demand roadside assistance and stolen vehicle assistance. In Edmunds brake
testing, a Verano came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, an average result for the class. In
government crash tests, the Verano earned a top five-star overall rating, with five stars for total
front-impact protection and five stars for total side-impact protection. In crash testing by the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, the Verano received the highest rating of Good in the
moderate-overlap front-impact test, as well as a Good rating for the side-impact, roof strength
and head restraint whiplash protection tests. The Buick Verano is a five-seat compact luxury
sedan offered in three trim levels: base, Sport Touring and Leather. The base Verano offers
standard features such as inch alloy wheels, cruise control, dual-zone automatic climate
control, split-folding rear seats, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, eight-way manually
adjustable front seats, OnStar with 4G Wi-Fi connectivity , and a six-speaker audio system with
a CD player and USB port. The Sport Touring adds remote engine start, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel and shift knob, a 7-inch touchscreen display, Buick's IntelliLink technology
interface, a rearview camera, Bluetooth phone and audio connectivity, voice recognition,
smartphone app integration and satellite radio. For the Sport Touring and Leather trim levels, an
optional Experience Buick package can be added to get a sunroof, navigation, and a
nine-speaker Bose audio system, while the Driver Confidence package adds forward collision
and rear cross-traffic alerts, lane departure warning and blind-spot monitoring. The Appearance
package, only available on the Leather trim, adds a chrome front grille and a rear spoiler. The
Buick Verano comes with a 2. It's paired with a six-speed automatic transmission that sends the
power to the front wheels. In Edmunds testing, a Verano with the 2. Two key highlights of the
Buick Verano are its supple, comfortable ride over almost any road surface and its supremely
quiet cabin, even at highway speeds â€” inviting attributes that help strengthen the Verano's
case as an entry-level luxury sedan. It's also steady and composed when hustled around turns
and curves. The Verano's four-cylinder engine is passable for a regular compact sedan but
comes up short for a premium-branded car. Unfortunately, there's no longer an optional turbo
engine, which made for brisk performance on the highway and minimal sacrifice in fuel
economy. If some measure of performance is important to you, it might be worth looking at a or
earlier model. In spite of its compact exterior dimensions, the Buick Verano is roomy inside.
With plenty of seat adjustability and a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, virtually any driver
will be able to get comfortable behind the wheel. The absence of driver-seat memory functions
or a front power passenger seat as standard equipment, however, undermines the Verano's
impression as an entry-level luxury car. The Verano's rear seat legroom is reasonable, but it's
not as accommodating as a similarly priced midsize sedan, especially in the rear center
position. Some of the rear seat room likely went into trunk space, which measures a roomy The
7-inch touchscreen is large and legible from a distance, and the arrangement of its icons can be
customized, as on a smartphone. For iPhone users, there's additional voice command control
through Siri Eyes Free mode. On the downside, the user interface can occasionally be slow to
register finger inputs and sometimes misses commands entirely. The Verano's interior is
well-crafted and uses higher-grade materials than you'll find in more mainstream compact or
even midsize sedans. The large block of look-alike buttons on the console and some of the trim
pieces don't reinforce the Verano's luxury aspirations. My wife urged me to consider GM
products again since she came from a GM family. As an experiment over 5 years, we purchased
3 GM products. All have significant issues, but this Buick Verano is the worse. For starters,
almost all GM engines these days consume oil regardless of maintenance. Being an engineer,
this Verano has seen nothing but DEXOs oil from mile 1 and still the engine consumes oil. Now
at 82, miles uses 2 Qts every 3, miles. The engine is just one of many issues with this vehicle all
which are expensive to repair. Malibu has similar problems and lack of GM response, just not as
bad. The Honda , miles and Toyota , miles now over 10 years old have not had a single repair

beyond oil and brakes. I would take these cars on a trip rather than our Malibu. Ignore what the
Car magazines and websites say. GM has influence over them. When it comes to GM products,
just hold on to your checkbook and walk the other direction quickly. Trust me you will thank me
some day. Half the price of a Benz or BMW, very solid drive and looks great. Extremely happy
with the purchase. Recently bought a used Sport Touring. Very comfortable and quiet. Adequate
power from the 4 cylinder, no problem merging or overtaking. Great value compared to the
German or Japanese equivalents. Interior is much better than I ever expected from a GM
product. Still lots of warranty left! No regrets so far. Write a review. See all 5 reviews. The Buick
Verano proves that a quiet, comfortable car doesn't have to be big and, at the same time, that a
smaller, more maneuverable car doesn't have to be loud and cheap inside. Unlike past small
Buicks, this one is true to its brand values and we think it could be a great choice for certain
buyers â€” especially older ones who might value its combination of an isolating driving
experience and a more manageable size and price tag. Then again, given its size and price, it is
a bit of an oddball. It's not really worthy of luxury status as it falls short of similarly sized
sedans from Audi and Mercedes, but then it also carries a much lower price tag. Like the rest of
the Buick brand, it lands somewhere between mainstream and luxury brands. We would also
point out that for about the same amount of money, you could get a bigger midsize sedan with
roughly the same feature content and interior quality. Perhaps it's not surprising, then, that this
oddball will be discontinued after without a replacement on the horizon. Unfortunately, its
previously optional turbocharged four-cylinder engine has been shown the door a year early. It
provided the sort of superior acceleration expected of a more premium compact car â€” albeit
with relatively poor fuel economy. Both are well off the pace of compact cars. Heck, Buick's
bigger and more powerful LaCrosse actually gets the same fuel economy. There are three
Verano trim levels. The base model actually has less equipment than many base compact
sedans these days, with a rearview camera and Bluetooth being reserved for the Sport Touring
trim. Things don't actually seem vaguely luxurious until you opt for the aptly named Leather
trim. Inside, you'll find the sort of surprisingly roomy accommodations that have now become
the norm for the best compact sedans. Most owners won't need more than it provides. The
same can be said of its large trunk, which rivals those of midsize sedans. Unfortunately, the
interior controls are dated and its excessive number of buttons may confuse and overwhelm. So
as much as we think the Verano is an intriguing alternative choice for some, it lacks a
wide-ranging appeal. In most other respects we think that there are better sedans to be found
here on Edmunds that will better meet your needs. Available styles include Leather Group 4dr
Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Buick Verano and all its trim
types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Verano 3. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to
sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Verano. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Buick Verano and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Verano
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Buick Verano. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial

perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Buick Buick
Verano. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Verano. Side Impact Test Good. People
who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Verano both on the road and at
the track. You probably care about Buick Verano fuel economy, so it's important to know that
the Verano gets an EPA-estimated 24 mpg. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking
about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that carrying capacity for the Verano ranges
from And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Buick Verano
is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and
reveal what it's like to live with the Verano. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in
the reviews, and be sure to compare the Verano's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Buick Verano is a good car.
Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Verano is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Leather
Group 4dr Sedan 2. If you're interested in the Buick Verano, the next question is, which Verano
model is right for you? Verano variants include Leather Group 4dr Sedan 2. More about the
Buick Verano The Buick Verano proves that a quiet, comfortable car doesn't have to be big and,
at the same time, that a smaller, more maneuverable car doesn't have to be loud and cheap
inside. Sign Up. It all started with the side detection system. Told me to have it serviced, as i
was on the high way the electrical stated going crazy. Gauges going back and fourth constantly,
radio turned off, fans turned off, and blind spots kept blinking. The mechanic found a corrosion
issue. They were able to unplug it but it also made it so my rear brake light on the right would
not work which is illegal. This vehicle was made with a faulty item going out of the factory that
way. I am appalled in gm for letting a vehicle go out on the street this way. The gearshift does
not always work you have to wiggle it around to get it to work and the thing that you have to
push back is very loose and this just happened lately i? M not sure if there? S a recall on it but
something needs to be done with it so it? S easier to put your car in park. Service side detection
light came on, blind spot warning lights malfunction even when system is turned off. Please
issue a recall, many have had this issue. Blind spot detection sensors become corroded due to
being exposed to the environment. This is a faulty design and an expensive repair. Gm refuses
to acknowledge the problem even though the system can fail at anytime without warning and
cause an accident. When the sensors become corroded, they could also cause other problems
with the electrical systems in the vehicle, though this has not happened to me yet. I've two[2]
sensors fail while the car was under warranty, and now the 3rd one have failed, while the car is
out of warranty. Big dollar fix the buick is cleaning up on. That were installed on originally On
the continental website, there are customer complaints about these tires wearing out too fast
and bubbling up on sides of tires. I am experiencing both of these issues. So i get to go through
this again??? What good is a warranty, and why is it not on the sticker and is not discussed
during the purchase of said new vehicle! Spoke to hyndai and kia. They have bumper to bumper
coverage. And no hidden surprises. Guess what kind of car will be in my driveway? Upon
starting the car we have no working guages. The temperature and gas level don't work. And the
following error messages show up on the dash. Service air bag, tire monitoring system, front
camera, parking assist, side detection system, and theft deterrent system. The car it basically
undriveable. The blinkers do not work, heated seats though that is minor radio stops working.
We don't know what the temperature of the engine is, how much fuel we have and how fast we
are going. There is only 68, miles on it. When i call the dealership they're the only ones with the
technology to look at this and troubleshoot they tell me it's a few hundred dollars just to run
diagnostics. This is ridiculous that the car is this unsafe to drive but i have to pay to diagnose it.
I can't imagine what it would take to fix this bigger issue. I'm forced to pay to have diagnostics
run at this point because i can't have my wife and daughter driving around in this vehicle when
it's this unsafe. I also have a video i can upload if needed. But for now i took screenshots of the
video and will upload them. What can be done on stuff like this? I appreciate your time, jason.
When driving with or without passenger the service airbag warning goes off and on the whole
time while driving and being parked. Plus the service power steering warning comes on as well.
Airbags are constantly going on and off several times within minutes. Safety concern. Electrical
system is unstable causing ac operation problems, fan motor problems, engine overheating
problems, remote door system problems, all at once while moving or standing still. This
happens on city streets, roads, freeways. While testdriving this car, upon acceleration from a

stop, a transient wobble, shudder, or shake occurs at or near the right front of the car. We could
recreate it on about 8 of 16 tries with various sales persons, mechanics and buyers ddriving.
Maybe it occurs near 20 mph and maybe it occurs just after the shift into second gear. The car
has no open recalls or history of collision. The localized shake is acknowledged by the
pensacola kia salesperson, their dealership mechanic, and the nearby buick dealership
mechanic. Gear shift release switch knob broken : causing not going into park or in park
position but engine won? T turn off due to not being in park. There are not replacement parts
available. Airbag issue- airbag sensors have been constantly going off and on as vehicle is in
motion. Regardless of turns, speeds, motion, weather, temperature of vehicle, it comes on and
off. Issue started at 45, miles. Struts issue- struts have become unsafe at 45, miles, the vehicle
has a tremendous drop on the rear, right passenger end, when reversing from a drive way with
an incline. The intake cam solenoid value failed without any warning. No light came on to warn
me. The car would not accelerate and almost completely stop. I was entering
2003 lincoln town car fuel pump
2000 impala power steering pump
1994 pontiac grand am coupe
a very usy interstate i - 20 and the car was stalling as other cars were speeding behind me. I
could not accelerate at a safe speed. I made it to an exit. The car shut off. I put gas in because i
was on a half tank. I thought it was gas related. I tried to leave the gas station the car cut off
again. I had the car tolled to the dealership. I was told they didn't know why that happened. This
was very dangerous to me with no warning that something was wrong. I could have been
injured. Please explain to me what happen. I consider this a major safety issue. The vehicle was
in motion on an interstate and stationary trying to go from a gas station. Car failed to start with
remote key. When tried to start with the key the cd ejected, and it wouldn't start. I used a battery
pack to jump start the car. I then had a error message displayed saying "service theft deterrent
system". Complaints Buick. Buick Verano Complaints. Recent Complaints. Comparison List:.
Add a Model. Comparison Suggestions.

